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Project Registration
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Problem(s)

Energised cable temperature increases depending on many factors and should not exceed the allowed design limit. In the vast majority of
UK Power Networks’ tunnels and underground cables, it is not possible to measure the core temperatures of the cables and the presence
of any hot spots which is currently difficult due to the limited Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) Systems installed and operated.

Fibre optic cables are present in most recently built tunnels and they are positioned in the interstices (central or side gap) of each trefoil
group of cables. These are used to measure the temperatures across the cable length in one minute (or less) intervals.

UK Power Networks do not currently have a thermal model that is capable of utilising measured and collected data to calculate accurate
cable thermal ratings based on real time conditions. Optimised cable ratings could be used for both infrastructure planning and system
control or monitoring.

This project aims to:

·   collect and analyse cable temperatures across different load positions
·   develop a thermal model to calculate real time ratings 
·   create a specification for distribution temperature sensing equipment

It is expected that the aforementioned outcomes will be used by UK Power Networks’ different teams to design, plan and monitor existing
and new assets.

Method(s)

The project will be developed in two phases with the first phase focusing on collating the cables thermal data from available Distributed
Temperature Sensing (DTS) systems and creating a model to be trained and verified using further data collected during the rest of phase 1
and in phase 2. This thermal model will allow us to analyse the cable ratings in detail. Phase 1 will look also into creating a specification for
DTS systems. 

 In the second phase, DTS systems will be installed on the identified schemes and the thermal model will be validated against data collated
over a period of twelve months to improve its accuracy.

Scope

The project will be looking into the following:

·   Calculate ratings for underground cables based on real time data rather than using manufacturer/IEC formulas which will assist in
identifying optimal cable loadings that can potentially defer replacement of some schemes in future.

·    Correlate the data from tunnel cables temperature Fibre Optic (FO), ambient temperature and current in a thermal model so that a new
system could be developed to either replace the installation of the FO cable along the whole length of the tunnel (may need to install the
FO at the exits) or reduce the number of required ventilation systems following the data analysis of the hotspots.



Technology Readiness Level at Start

TRL 6

Technology Readiness Level at Completion

TRL 8

·   Utilise the developed RTTR transformer software platform to include additional modules for cables once the thermal model is developed,
trained and verified. This minimises overall project cost.

·    Compare the real time thermal ratings with CRATER/IEC model accuracy (In phase 2 of the project we will aim to develop a design tool
based on the analysis/verification of the thermal model in phase 1).

·    Creation of a DTS standard and real time monitoring of cables manual.

Objectives(s)

The project aims to develop the following:

·   Verified thermal model for underground cables against actual measured temperatures.

·   Verified thermal model for tunnel cables against actual measured temperatures.

·   Software platform for what-if analysis and asset management scenarios for planning.

·    Real time ratings provided to Control Engineers.
Development of standardised DTS equipment specifications for monitoring our cables (increasing suppliers base).

Success Criteria

The project will be considered successful if the following are developed:
·    A verified thermal model for underground and tunnel cables.
·    Approved standardised DTS specifications.

Project Partners and External Funding

No other partners are included in this project but UK Power Networks will be working with a number of DTS systems suppliers to optimise
the utilised systems.

Potential for New Learning

Following the development of the thermal model and depending on the accuracy of the results, UK Power Networks will use additional data
science/machine learning techniques to improve the model’s accuracy through the data from other sites.

This will allow UK Power Networks to analyse the data and learn from historical data which will increase the understanding of real time cable
operation and planning/designing for future schemes. 
UK Power Networks will create the DTS specifications and operation manuals for real time monitoring of cables.

Scale of Project

The NIA expenditure within this project is used mainly in the development/verification of the thermal model, creation of the DTS standard
and real time monitoring of cables manual.
UK Power Networks is only trialing the concept on one underground cable scheme and one tunnel scheme to prove the concept.

Geographical Area

The nominated schemes are all within the London Power Networks geographical area.

Revenue Allowed for in the RIIO Settlement

The DTS systems that will be trailed in phase 2 of this project, will be purchased through UK Power Networks schemes from existing RIO-
ED1 allowances. Specifically there’s allowed revenue for DTS expenditure that will be saved due to standardising the DTS specifications
which sums up to £300,000.

Indicative Total NIA Project Expenditure

Total Project Expenditure = £284,625

Project Eligibility Assessment

Specific Requirements 1

1a. A NIA Project must have the potential to have a Direct Impact on a Network Licensee’s network or the operations of the
System Operator and involve the Research, Development, or Demonstration of at least one of the following (please tick which
applies):



Specific Requirements 2

2a. Has the Potential to Develop Learning That Can be Applied by all Relevant Network Licensees

Please explain how the learning that will be generated could be used by relevant Network Licenses.

The learnings from this project and real time cable monitoring manuals will be available to all Network Licensees.

2b. Is the default IPR position being applied?

2c. Has the Potential to Deliver Net Financial Benefits to Customers?

Please provide an estimate of the saving if the Problem is solved.

The benefits of this innovation project is based on two main ideas:

Reduction of costs due to standardisation of DTS equipment purchased (£400k/year approx. – based on 2-3 systems purchased every
year in UK Power Networks). This is mainly due to the creation of a standard specification that will enable us to approach more suppliers. It
will also potentially reduce the amount of FO required and simplify DTS systems. 

Following the development/verification of the cables thermal model and analysis of data from different schemes in 2018 to 2020, UK Power
Networks will be able to optimise the design of the cables based on the real time data received from previously installed DTS systems and
ventilation systems within tunnels. UK Power Networks expects a reduction of at least 2-5% of costs of relevant schemes in ED1 starting
from 2021 (for the CBA analysis UK Power Networks used 2% as a conservative figure).

Please provide a calculation of the expected financial benefits of a Development or Demonstration Project (not required for
Research Projects). (Base Cost - Method Cost, Against Agreed Baseline).

Annual Base Cost = £33,788k
Method Cost = £32,836k
Benefit = Base Cost – Method Cost = £952k

Please provide an estimate of how replicable the Method is across GB in terms of the number of sites, the sort of site the
method could be applied to, or the percentage of the Network Licensees system where it could be rolled-out.

The Method proposed in this project, once successful can be deployed in all underground cables and tunnel cables across GB as it will
enable real time monitoring of cables and optimisation of design/planning of cable assets.

The manuals for DTS specifications will standardise the requirements for these systems.

Please provide an outline of the costs of rolling out the Method across GB.

The estimated costs of a DTS unit is £200k which will reduce in future following standardisation of the DTS systems specifications.
The deployed thermal model and software platform cost is estimated at £200-300K which will need to be deployed by each licensee
(group).

2d. Does not Lead to Unnecessary Duplication

A specific piece of new (i.e. unproven in GB, or where a Method has been trialled outside the GB the Network Licensee must justify
repeating it as part of a Project) equipment (including control and communications systems and software)

X

A specific novel arrangement or application of existing licensee equipment (including control and/or communications systems
and/or software)

A specific novel operational practice directly related to the operation of the Network Licensee's System

A specific novel commercial arrangement

Yes X

Yes X

No X



Please demonstrate below that no unnecessary duplication will occur as a result of the Project.

Using real time calculations through a thermal model verified by data science was not used before.

If applicable, justify why you are undertaking a Project similar to those being carried out by any other Network Licensees.

There were previous projects to look at cyclic wind farm cable circuits by SPEN (
Tier 1 LCNF SPT1005) Discussions have been held with SPEN regarding this but this project is focusing on both the development of a
thermal model verified by data science using machine learning techniques for both Tunnels and underground cables and the creation of
Distributed Temperature Sensing monitoring (DTS) systems specification.

Additional Governance Requirements

Please identify

i) Please identify why the project is innovative and has not been tried before

Using real time calculations through a thermal model verified by data science was not used before. This was mainly due to unavailability of
sufficient tools and data to create thermal models based on data science/machine learning and verifying these models.

ii) Please identify why the Network Licensee will not fund such a Project as part of its business as usual activities

In section 3.2 of the NIA Governance document, the DNOs are encouraged to pursue different types of Methods and Solutions. The
development of a verified thermal model for cables and the associated benefits is an area that has not received a great amount of attention
from any Innovation stimulus. The NIA guidance encourages Network Licencees to ensure that projects funded across NIA cover a broad
range. To date there have been very few projects which have been looking for real time monitoring of cables and creating an industry
standard/specifications for DTS systems

iii) Please identify why the Project can only be undertaken with the support of the NIA, including reference to the specific risks
(eg commercial, technical, operational or regulatory) associated with the Project

Due to the risk involved in the project and not fully knowing whether the benefits can be delivered across our license areas, these activities
would not form part of our business as usual activities. In order to progress an innovative project which carries significant risk in
implementation, additional innovation funding is required as a stimulus.

This project has been approved by a senior member of staff

that the project is innovative (ie not business as usual) and has an unproven business case where the risk warrants a limited
Research and Development or Demonstration Project to demonstrate its effectiveness
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